
Domain Appraisal Certificate
This is an official Saw.com document 

verifying your domain valuation

Here’s a breakdown of your domain value:

Domain Name:

Estimated Domain Value:

Effective Date:

Speak with us:
+1-781-281-9475
buzz@saw.com

Onetv.org

$7,000

02-05-2023

* It could confuse potential customers if the business is not a 
nonprofit.

* Creates instant trust and credibility.

* There are no requirements to be a nonprofit to own a .ORG

* The universal extension for non profits.

* This domain is highly memorable and easy to spell. These 
factors increase the value.

http://saw.com


Saw.com Is a Tried & Tested
Domain Broker You Can Trust

We Offer a Suite of Services Tailored To Your Needs

Domain Acquisition
Saw.com helps your business purchase a premium domain for the best price. We 
source viable options, negotiate and acquire the ideal address for your brand – all 
so you end up with your perfect solution through a seamless, transparent process.

Appraisal Services
Our team of experts can help with all aspects of domain appraisal. Just submit your 
names to our brokerage and we’ll contact the domain owner. Once the appraisal is 
delivered, we’ll schedule a call to review the findings and consult on next steps.

Portfolio Representation
If you own a portfolio of investment-grade domains, we can optimise your sales 
strategy through data, infrastructure and experience. From outbound marketing to 
lead follow-up and everything in between, we’re a white-glove service like no other.

Extensive Experience
Saw.com is full of experts who have worked 
with recognizable brands and contributed 

to $500m+ in domain transitions and 
blockbuster sales.

Always Transparent
Saw.com consistently ensures 

transparency, integrity and a seamless 
process. We’ll always be upfront and 

honest about your domain.

Intimate Service
Saw.com only collaborates with 

companies who we feel can gain the most 
impact out of our services. We’re not a 

high-volume shop.

Proven Track Record
Saw.com is the industry leader in selling 

and buying domains and has experience 
like no other when it comes to every aspect 

of brokerage.

Why Choose Us?

20
Years of

Experience

1,000+
Domain

Transactions

37%
Average List
Price Saving

100%
Transparency

and Commitment

https://saw.com/buy/
https://saw.com/appraisals/
https://saw.com/portfolio-management/
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